
The CEPES-Laser® is not a medical device according to the Medicinal Devices Act. It can only affect positively your ability to regulation and it does not serve to treat or cure diseases.
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In order to meet the legal requirements, we give the following reference: The magnetic field therapy is scientifically disputed and not recognized by the conventional medicine.

CEPES-Laser®
The only laser with pulsating electromagnetic field 
and substrate transients.

    Humans at any age as well as animals – 
they all response very well to the painless 

and hazard-free therapy with the softlaser.

Versatile usage
CEPES-Laser®

Did you know that the depth of penetration of the 
laser light is independent of the strength but only 
dependent of its wavelength?

This is why we decided also for our new model to use 
only a small power of ≤ 1 mW.

   no technical inspection needed
   no safety glasses necessary
   low asset costs compared to stronger lasers
 
Red laser light has a penetration depth of 2 cm (approx. 
0.79 inches). The pulsating electromagnetic field that 
is generated at the same time even has a penetration 
depth of 30 cm (approx. 11.81 inches). 

Dr. W. Ludwig‘s® devices are identified with the 
arrow symbol. This symbol stands for generating an 
electromagnetic biofield as in undisturbed nature. 
The frequency spectrum of the 64 essential trace 
elements (Geomagnetic frequencies) is generated by 
a worldwide unique process. 

Buy the CEPES-Laser® without any risk!
 
After purchasing you can return the device within 90 
days with a money back guarantee. You will see this 
also on our invoice. If you return the device in perfect 
condition within the 90 days, we will give you a full 
refund (less shipping costs).

your 

benefit

AMS GmbH
Advanced Medical Systems
Hauptstr. 26    D-97990 Weikersheim
GERMANY
Tel.  +49 (0)79 34 / 99 34 89-0
info@magnetotherapy.de    www.magnetotherapy.de

by telephone: +49 (0) 7934 / 99 34 89 – 0
or in our online shop 
www.magnetotherapy.de

Please order. . .

Thank you

Technical Data:

Laserlight: fluctuating red wavelength  
 λ = 650 nm    
 p ≤ 1 mW (Laser class 2 according 
 to DIN EN 60825-1: 2008-05)

Magnetic field     
frequencies: 3.0 / 7.8 / 33 Hz

Strength of  
magnetic field:  0.9 µTesla

Batteries: two batteries 1.5 V type AAA

Weight: 83 g (2.9 ounces)

Size: 1.8 x 3.4 x 15.7 cm
 (approx. 0.7 x 1.3 x 6.2 inches)

Scope of delivery: Laser with batteries, plug-on tip,  
 case, three glass ampoules 
 (10 mm / 0.4 inches), manual

Warranty: 2 years

Order number: 105

To see the current USD price and place your order 
please check our website and online shop:
www.magnetotherapy.de

Many know and love their CEPES-Laser® more than over 20 years – some practices, clinics, home 
remedy kits and handbags would be unimaginable without it. 
Our customer‘s feedback showed to us, which feachures are still desired and what we could still 
improve. 

Of course also the new CEPES-Laser® unites the established combination of: 
       Red light
       Pulsating electromagnetic field
       Transfer of information/substrate transients

The CEPES-Laser®...

works with red laserlight. You can adjust the beam‘s diameter with a slide switch to either 
approx. 0.7 or 0.2 cm (approx. 0.28 or 0.08 inches).
 
generates a pulsating electromagnetic field. 
You can chose three different frequencies:
       7.8 Hz – the well-tried and proven balancing principal value of the Schumann frequencies
       33 Hz – for stimulating application respectively to tone an acupuncture point
       3.0 Hz – for relaxing application respectively to sedate an acupuncture point

has two setting modes:
       steady light with a continuous electromagnetic field 
       light and magnetic field are interrupted by a frequency of 1,2 Hz (Nogier frequency)  

is applicable to acupuncture points, meridians, skin areas, chakras, scars and more.  It has also 
good effects for pain relive - simply work with the laser on the affected area. You can either 
work solely with one of the three frequencies or you use additionally the drill hole in the laser 
housing to insert an ampoule for substrat transients. This way you can easily transfer the infor-
mation of for example homeopathic remedy or other substrats. For transferring the information 
the main carrier is the the pulsating electromagnetic field.    

has a plug in tip made of stainless steel for better positioning on acupuncture points. More-
over, it is useful to get through the fur of animals for treatment. 

Application on :
   - acupuncture points
   - meridians
   - skin areas
   - chakras
   - scars and more

       Red laserlight

  Magnetic field in 
   three frequencies

          Continuous      
     or blinking Light

            Usage and  
              Substrat 
          transients

    

   with plug in tip

Simply good v ibrations Simply good v ibrations

with plug in tip
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